Ought Soon to be Ended.

It was supposed that the death of Craig Tolliver of Rowan county, Ky., would end the curious episode in social life that has been exhibited there the past few years. According, however, to the dispatch published in yesterday's Evening Gazette the Tolliverites are bound to have revenge and are arming in a manner that denotes trouble and the matter may be continued.

Craig Tolliver's final freak in getting himself elected justice of the peace, and then issuing warrants for his enemies, and inflicting capital punishment on them as soon as they were arrested, is surely one of the most grotesque incidents of western politics. But Tolliver was a product of the period before the war, and of a kind of civilization which has been disappearing since the war. He could not have existed in any community which had got out of the barbarous stage, in which physical courage is considered by far the highest of virtues and in fact a sufficient substitute for most others. This is the most hopeful reason for supposing that the disgraceful feud with its wicked results will soon be terminated.